Solar System Vocabulary Words
solar system vocabulary - have fun teaching - ©havefunteaching the solar system vocabulary – answer
key find the words in the puzzle below. then, answer the questions. mercury venus earth mars jupiter saturn
the solar system vocabulary - educationworld - ©havefunteaching the solar system vocabulary – answer
key find the words in the puzzle below. then, answer the questions. mercury venus earth mars jupiter saturn
space vocabulary list & definitions - kanwal rekhi - space vocabulary list & definitions eclipse at a
particular observation point, the blocking of light from one celestial body by another, such as the eclipse of the
sun by the interposition of the moon, or the eclipse of the moon by the earth's coming between the sun and
moon. galaxy a system of billions of stars and other matter held relatively close to each other by gravity and
separated from ... solar system vocabulary word search - mrscienceut - solar system vocabulary puzzle
complete the puzzle using the clues shown below. 1satellite o 2pl 3scale a ar 4sun s ey 5stars t 6telescope m
across 1. a natural or man-made object that revolves around larger obj ects in space. solar system
vocabulary - files.havefunlearning.s3 ... - ©havefunteaching the solar system vocabulary find the words
in the puzzle below. then, answer the questions. mercury venus earth mars jupiter saturn solar system
vocabulary word links - eslvocabfox - name: date: class: teacher: solar system vocabulary word links the
words on the list are split, with the first part of the word listed on the left-hand side of the name: date: solar
system vocabulary - 0.tqn - name: date: solar system vocabulary complete the activity. sun mercury venus
earth moon 1. a medium-sized rocky object orbiting the sun. 2. the closest planet to the sun and the eighth
largest. 3. this planet is more than twice as massive as all the other planets combined. 4. the largest object in
the solar system. 5. this planet probably got this name due to its red color and is sometimes ... nat geo
vocabulary for solar system word definition star - nat geo vocabulary for solar system word definition
star a ball of hot gases that gives off light and other types of energy universe everything that exists
throughout space galaxy a star system that contains large groups of stars spiral galaxy a galaxy that has a
center packed with thousands of stars, and moving out from the center are arms that resemble a pinwheel. our
galaxy is a spiral ... our solar system - roomrecess - our solar system vocabulary name_____ date_____
revolve : to move in a circle around an object dense : closely compacted; thick raging : showing great force or
intensity rotate : to spin around a central axis unpredictable : unable to be predicted; unexpected various :
different kinds or sorts fill in the blanks below with the correct vocabulary words from above. 1) the weather in
indiana is ... the solar system - science a-z - our solar system, including dwarf planets, moons, asteroids,
and comets. certain reading resources are provided at three reading levels within the unit to support
differentiated instruction. directions: read each question and choose the best answer. - 5. which
planets are the largest ones in our solar system? a venus and earth b saturn and jupiter c mars and mercury d
neptune and uranus 6. which of these vocabulary cards - abcteach - vocabulary cards sun the sun is a star.
inner planets mercury, venus, mars, and earth are the four inner planets. orbit to orbit is to go around
something. earth orbits the sun. solar system our solar system contains the sun and its nine planets. 2
vocabulary cards mercury ... earth in space - vocabulary sheet. match the word to its ... - solar system.
a shape like a ball. sphere. a system of planets which revolve around a star (or sun). n ow use a dictionary to
find out what these space words mean . planet, asteroid, eclipse, satellite now, put all of your words into
alphabetical order and copy them into your science book. earth in space - vocabulary sheet. match the word to
its correct definition. axis. the force that pulls ... the eight planets of our solar system - all things topics
- the eight planets of our solar system name: ... ‘the eight planets of our solar system’ vocabulary: match the
words with their meanings. 1. solar system a. how far away something is from another thing 2. distance b. the
sun and all its planets 3. diameter c. 1,000,000,000 4. billion d. how far from one side to the other
comprehension #1: write ‘t’ (true) or ‘f’ (false) next to each ... lapbooking through the solar system lapbooking through the solar system 6 complete a lapbook on plants as well as vocabulary words to coordinate
with each lesson. 3. scientific demonstrations or observations – scientific demonstrations and observations
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